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But what is that which in man is moste excellent? Surely

reason, by meane whereof wee knowe God, use vertue, imbrace

good and eschewe evill. This is that which maketh men

perfect, wise, valiant and just. Thus it appeareth, that

through divine reason the world is governed by man.

--Wawrzyniec Goslicki
The Counsellor
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PREFACE

While reading My Name is Million, a 1975 work -by

W. S. Kuniczak concerning Polish influence in America,

I came across a reference to Wawrzyniec Goslicki, a

sixteenth-century Polish writer. According to Kuniczak,

Goslicki's De optimo Senatore, published in Venice in

1568, astounded monarchical Europe because Goslicki

demanded limitations on royal authority, equality of

citizens under the law, and equal opportunity based on

merit. Further, Kuniczak states that two editions of

Goslicki's work, "like all other heresies, were burned

at the stake in every capital west of Polish borders."

Interest in the work persisted, according to Kuniczak,

and the philosophy of Goslicki reverberated throughout

European intellectual circles.

Its importance even extended to the American colonies,

where Thomas Jefferson's Declaration of Independence was

almost a word for word translation of a 1733 English

translation of De optimo Senatore. Kuniczak also claims

that the American Constitution and the Bill of Rights

derived their philosophical base from this work.

He goes on to say that Goslicki's views even interested

Shakespeare, who named the counsellor in Hamlet Polonius
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as a tribute to Goslicki and Poland. Too, Shakespeare

"lifted several passages" from Goslicki's work for his

plays.

That a work could have such astounding influence in

the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries and yet be obscure

in the twentieth intrigued me. After investigating the

matter further, I discovered that the treatment of Goslicki

and his work by scholars is a good example of a vexing-

problem in the general treatment of Polish history: Polish

scholars tend to exaggerate the importance of Poland and

its contributions to the culture of Europe while other

scholars tend to ignore those things.

As a Polish American and an historian, this problem

is of special importance to me; its resolution has given

purpose to my work. Polish contributions to history must

be presented in a factual manner and be fairly evaluated.

Wawrzyniec Goslicki's De optimo Senatore has provided me

with a beginning point.

I set out, therefore, to discover what I could con-

cerning Goslicki's background and career, to: make a

careful study of De optimo Senatore, and to research any

particular line of influence from Goslicki's work that

seemed promising.

A very poor knowledge of Latin made it necessary for

me to choose from among the four English language
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translations of De optimo Senatore. The Counsellor,

published in London in 1598, is both a literate and literal

translation. The Counsellor, then, forms the basis of

this work. I have found no secondary works which are

directly based on the original Latin or 1598 edition of

the work.

Wawrzyniec Grzyma~la Goslicki is referred to in a

number of ways: Laurentius Goslicki, Grimaldus Goslicki,

Laurentius Grimaldus, Laurentius Goslicious, etc.

Laurentius Grimaldus, for example, is listed on the title

page of The Counsellor as author. For clarity, Wawrzyniec

Goslicki, or Goslicki, is used in this work, even if the

source cited uses a different name.

Individuals' names and place names are spelled

according to the most common usage.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Wawrzyniec Goslicki believed that the science of

philosophy "consisteth partlie in contemplation and partlye

in action," and skill in government depended upon both

facets of this intellectual discipline. A wise man best

uses his abilities "in that where others receive profit,"

and nothing is more profitable or pleasing than the

"skill of government, being a guide of humaine happinesse,

and tutresse of publique commoditie, and common life. "2

Contemplation of "things divine doe teach and inform the

mind of a wise man, and hee being accustomed, to the cogi-

tations of heavenlye reason, wisdome and lawe, doth

become as it were an other God."3

All wise men, therefore, must also be men of action.

Goslicki exhorts such men to take part in the commonwealth,

"that which is subject to ordinances and lawes, and com-

posed of the congregation and societie of men, hoping that

through them (possessed of devine knowledge) this wordlie

government may with more wisedome and justice bee

directed. "4

Throughout his lifetime, Goslicki followed his own

advice to wise men to both contemplate and participate.

1
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While a student at the University of Padua, Goslicki

set forth his philosophy in a two-volume treatise.

The work, De optimo Senatore, was published in Venice

in 1568.5 A translation entitled The Counsellor was

published in London thirty years later.

The Counsellor is a positive declaration of a humane

and humanistic philosophy, which is based upon the recogni-

tion and use of God's greatest gift to man, reason.

Reason should lead men to rule their commonwealths according

to laws which have two goals: "that Justice may be entered

into men, the other to continue it in them."6 The intent

of lawmakers should be to create laws through which "men

may be made good and happie, and that offendours should

be punished rather for necessitie, thant set purpose."7

Goslicki provides an optimistic voice from the six-

teenth century, the confluence of Renaissance and

Reformation intellectualism, which led mankind from that

period termed the Middle Ages to Modern Times. No

vengeful Lutheran God rules through a tyrant against whom

the people may not rebel, in Goslicki's theory, and no

state functions as a persecutor. Human achievement is not

an assertion of Machiavellian virtu against capricious

fortune, but directed "by reason and judgement, not by

fallible conceipt, chance, or fortune."8

Goslicki combines the Middle Ages' concept that the

universe is an ordered creation of a purposeful God in
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which men instinctively understand God's Law of Nature, and

the Renaissance discovery of man's tremendous powers,

exemplified in human talent. "The cause of this societie

betweixt God and men, proceedith from reason. " Man is a

thinking creature, a creature of ability, due to his gift

of reason from God. In return for this gift, God expects

that wise men through virtue will resemble "the likeness

of God, which proceedeth of perfect reason." 1 0

This task, however, is most difficult for men burdened

with human frailties. Further, men must endeavor to use

the whole force of their capacity and reason, since they

have committed to their charge "two divers commonweales,

to be governed." 1 The first contains both God and all

men and is universal. The second commonwealth, contained

within the first, "is the place where our mortal condition

has appointed our birth and being. "1 2  Man must "comprehend

the order and nature of the universal world" and govern

his secondary world "with reason and understanding."'3

Goslicki wishes to express tenets of good government,

based on a study of ancient philosophers and "no small

experience" of his own, which he believed to be principles

by which commonwealths can be ruled. These principles

would be applied by counsellors in whom duty, virtue,

and dignity proceeding from reason should be the main

attributes. A commonwealth ruled by such counsellors is
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governed by reason and understanding, and thus it achieves

its proper place in the order of the universal common-

wealth.

The Counsellor is an important contribution to man' s

intellectual progress, particularly in the realm of poli-

tical theory. That is reason enough for a study of

Goslicki's works. Just as importantly, however, The

Counsellor is a beautiful work which celebrates the use

of reason by man and the necessity for God in men's lives.

As such, Goslicki's work is a part of that universal mind

of man of which Emerson wrote so eloquently.
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CHAPTER II

WAWRZYNIEC GOSLICKI

Wawrzyniec Goslicki's two-volume work, De optimo

Senatore, was first published in Venice in 1568. Goslicki

was then studying in Rome, after several years of work at

the universities of Padua and Bologna. Previously,

Goslicki had been a student at the University of Cracow,

where he obtained a Master's degree in the Arts. Well

educated in theology, philosophy, rhetoric, law, languages,

and history, Goslicki received a Doctorate of Theology

and a Doctorate of Civil and Canon Law from the universities

of Padua and Bologna, respectively.1

Little is known of Goslicki's early life except that

he was born to a noble family around 1530 in PAock.

Goslicki registered as a student of philosophy at the

University of Cracow in 1557 and thus began his formal

university education at an older age than most of his

fellow students. Although Goslicki remained at Cracow for

five years, it has been conjectured that he was discon-

tented with the university, which was no longer an

international meeting place for scholars. Goslicki was

persuaded to remain in Cracow, however, because of the

patronage of ecclesiastics who "saw in him a great

6
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churchman," and the magnetic force of his great teacher,

Jacob Gorski. 2

in 1562 Goslicki left Cracow for Padua, where he develop-

ed a life-long friendship with another Polish noble, Jan

Zamoyski.3 Political events and similar ideology inter-

twined the careers of the two throughout their lifetime.

Zamoyski, known as the Polish Medici, was made rector by the

4
students at Padua in 1563. His most famous work, De senatu

Romano, was published that year in Venice.5 Zamoyski's work

is a study of ancient Rome, its institutions, and their

applicability to the Polish state.6 Zamoyski, a protagonist

of humanism, wished to transform Poland further into a

republic founded on absolute liberty and equality.7

Both Zamoyski and Goslicki based their political theory

on the ideals of liberty and equality but would restrict

certain rights of political participation derived from

these ideals to the nobility. A comment on the common

accusation that Poland was "an aristocracy without a

people," therefore, is necessary.

It was during the sixteenth century that the nobility

in Poland furthered the concept of "free" election of the

king, and enfranchisement was extended to all members of

the nobility, who made up about 10% of the total population.

All nobles, even petty gentlemen one step above the status

of peasant, enjoyed full and equal rights. The king was

bound by law to confer with a group of senators concerning
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all matters of state, and if unanimity could not be

secured, "the liberties, laws and customs" of the state

were to be followed as closely as possible.
8

The constitutional laws of the Polish Commonwealth

were thus based on government with the consent of the

nation (nobility). 9 The Polish nobility, by combining

antiquarian republican ideals and humanistic individualism,

created a constitution without parallel in sixteenth-

century Europe, and, as a result, Poland played a major

role in the diffusion of liberal .political ideas.
1 0

Zamoyski, one of the greatest patrons of culture in

Poland, founded the Zamoyski Academy in 1595. He wished

to provide an institution for those who had been ennobled,

educating them in the humanist spirit, and training them

for the duties of citizens and leaders.12 During his

years as Chancellor of Poland, Zamoyski was responsible

for the ennobling of thousands of people, particularly

those from the burgher class.13 Like Zamoyski, Goslicki

held the view that nobility was not solely a matter of

ancestry: "it is therefore better . . . to be noble by a

mans own vertue, then by the opinion conceived of his

ancestors, because the beginning of nobilitie is most

praiseworthy. ,14

Zamoyski was Goslicki's chief inspiration for De

optimo Senatore, which is considered a supplement to and

continuation of De Senatu Romano.15 Zamoyski and Goslicki
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often held private and public discussions concerning the

difficulties that Poland would encounter after the death

of the last Jagiellian king, Sigismund August (1548-1572),

16
who had no heir. Though Polish kings had been elected

since the establishment of the Jagiellian dynasty in 1386,

no person outside of that dynasty had ever been chosen

as king.17 From the death of Sigismund in 1572, Poland

became more of a republic than before, with the elective

kings' royal prerogatives limited before coronation

by the nobility.18 While still students, Zamoyski and

Goslicki pledged to serve the king, whomever he might be,

and their country, while preserving and furthering their

ideal of a Polish republic.1 9

When Zamoyski returned to Poland in 1570, he planned

to live the life of a scholar and serve the king.20 As

Royal Secretary to King Sigismund, he began the work of

indexing and cataloging the state archives.21 Goslicki

also returned to Poland about 1570 and was appointed a

minor secretary to the king and carried out a number of

diplomatic missions of minor importance.2 2

After the death of Sigismund and the subsequent

struggle over the election of a new king, Zamoyski emerged

as the leader of the mass of lower nobility. While

territorial and religious rivalries among the nobility were

creating divisions throughout the country, the higher of

the Sejm nobles issued a call for a national assembly at
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Warsaw without consulting the lesser nobility. Religious

and territorial differences became secondary to the antag-

onism, created by this action of the upper nobility, and

the lesser nobility unified to safeguard its rights.
2 3

As royal archivist, Zamoyski had an extensive know-

ledge of Polish law and perceived participation of the

lesser nobles in the total election process as crucial to

the survival and further development of the Polish republic.

Zamoyski believed that all nobles of every rank had an

equal right and obligation to vote for their king,

especially since all had military obligations. At the

Convocation Diet at Warsaw in January 1573, Zamoyski

became leader of the lesser nobles and succeeded in

establishing this political equality among the entire

population of nobles. 2 4

It was at this Diet that the landmark Confederation

of Warsaw, which Zamoyski supported and which both

Zamoyski and Goslicki were to defend throughout their

lifetimes, was passed.2 5  The Confederation of Warsaw

granted religious toleration to all denominations without

exception.26 Both Catholics and non-Catholics supported

the Confederation as a guarantee against the type 6f

fanaticism exemplified in the St. Bartholomew Day

massacre in France in 1572. 27

After the securing of such religious and political

rights, some 50,000 nobles gathered in Warsaw in April 1573
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to elect a king from among five candidates. The field

included Ivan the Terrible, the Austrian Archduke Ernest,

son of Emperor Maximilian II, John III of Sweden and his

son Sigismund, and Henry of Valois. The two strongest

candidates were the Archduke, who was opposed by Zamoyski

and most of the nobility because they feared German

influence would ruin Poland, and Henry of Valois, who

was favored by Zamoyski and subsequently elected.2 8

Goslicki's official position during this first inter-

regnum and the reign of Henry (1573-1574) is uncertain.

Goslicki supported Ivan the Terrible at first, most likely

because he agreed with the faction of lesser nobles who

believed that Ivan, because of support for him in Lithuania,

could bring stability to that area. Goslicki ultimately

joined Zamoyski, however, and supported his candidate.2 9

Restrictions on the kingship of Henry of Valois

coincided with the political theory which both Goslicki

and Zamoyski had been expounding since their student days.

Before being proclaimed the king, Henry had to accept the

Confederation of Warsaw, which guaranteed religious freedom,

the Pacta Conventa, which required the king to use his

own money for the defense of Poland, and the Henrican

Articles. These Articles, which became obligatory there-

after for all elected sovereigns, reaffirmed the rights

of the nobility acquired since the Pact of Koszyce in

1374. The Sejm (Diet) was to be called every two years;
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the king could not name his successor nor marry without

consent of the Sejm; and the power of the king in regard

to the levee en masse and all other legislation was

restricted. Especially in accordance with the political

theory of Goslicki and Zamoyski was the permanent council

of sixteen senators, who, in groups of four, were to

reside at court and advise the king. Further, the king's

subjects were released from obedience to the king if he

failed to carry out any part of these agreements. 3 0

Henry of Valois found these restrictions difficult

and embarrassing and, when the occasion arose, he fled

Poland in order to ascend the throne of France. During

his short reign in Poland, however, he provided a foothold

for the political ambitions of the Zborowski family, who

were to become the major political opponents of Zamoyski.

Although his popularity waned when the king he had supported

fled the throne, Zamoyski exerted a great deal of in-

fluence during the second interregnum and upon the election

of the next king, Stephen Batory (1576-1586).31

During the second interregnum, foreign intrigue and

invasion by the Tatars in the eastern provinces, as well

as an internal deadlock which came dangerously close to

causing a civil war, forced the various political factions

to form a commission to nominate candidates. The Sejm,

however, proclaimed the election of Maximilian II as King
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of Poland, and another struggle of the lesser nobility

for full political rights ensued.
3 2

Andrew Zborowski suggested that Stephen Batory--

palatine of Transylvania, foe of Austria, and national

hero--be elected king. Zamoyski and his followers pro-

posed that Batory marry Princess Anne, sister of the last

Jagiellian king. Batory accepted this condition and pro-

ceeded to Cracow, where the coronation and marriage to

Princess Anne quickly took place.3 3

One of the first appointments Batory made was that of

Zamoyski as Vice-Chancellor.34 Later, Zamoyski served as

both Chancellor and Marshall of the Polish Army.35 He

soon became the king's most devoted friend and confidant,

and this tie was further strengthened when he married a

niece of the king.36 Goslicki held the position of royal

secretary during the early years of Batory's reign, and

again carried out a number of diplomatic'missions.
3 7

An important and immediate problem for the new king

was the subjection of Danzig (Gdansk) to his rule.38 The

burghers of Danzig would not swear allegiance to the

Polish king and placed themselves under the protection of

the King of Denmark.39 Goslicki participated as royal

envoy in a subsequent military expedition in 1577 against

the Danzig burghers.40 By December 1577, the burghers

agreed to allegiance with the king. Due to the efforts
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of Zamoyski, the Danzig burghers regained most of their

former rights by 1585.41

After settling the Danzig problem, Batory turned his

attention to the Russian threat of advancement, particularly

through Livonia. Zamoyski and Batory planned together the

strategy for a series of campaigns of territorial conquest

against the Russians. Ultimately, Batory restored to the

Polish kingdom all lands seized by Russia, as he had pro-

mised, and excluded Russia from access to the Baltic Sea.
4 2

Though peace with the Turks was a cornerstone of

Batory's foreign policy, he fostered cordial relations

with the Papacy, all the while refusing to discriminate

against non-Catholics in accordance with the Confederation

of Warsaw of 1573. Zamoyski supported this policy of

Batory's fully, particularly since he wanted no alliance

with the Hapsburgs against the Turks. Thus, members of

the Zborowski family were brought to trial in 1585-86

because as agents of Hapsburgs they had attempted to

involvePoland in a war with Turkey. With the subse-

quent diminishing of Zborowski family power, Zamoyski's

political power increased.4 3

Due to the support of Zamoyski, Goslicki obtained a

number of positions during the later years of Batory's

reign and by 1586 received the bishopric of Kamieniec,

thus becoming a member of the Sejm. It is unlikely

that Goslicki would have achieved this position without
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the support of Zamoyski, for Goslicki was an opponent of

the Jesuits and their ecclesiastical supporters. In

1585, during a speech in the Sejm, Goslicki reiterated

the rights and privileges of the Polish Church in regard

to the Papacy. Because of his liberal attitudes, Goslicki

lost his bid for Under-Chancellor, which even Zamoyski

could not secure for him over the protests of the Jesuits.

A more serious conflict developed between Goslicki and

his ecclesiastical opponents in 1587 when the Polish

bishops in the Sejm refused to confirm the Confederation

of Warsaw. Goslicki believed that he owed responsibility

first to the order of the state for which religious

freedom was a necessity and thus was the only member of

the Polish clergy in the Sejm to sign the reaffirmation

of the Confederation. 4 4

Upon the death of Batory in 1586, the Polish nation

faced yet another interregnum. Although Zamoyski was

chancellor and controlled the army, his political strength

vacillated as he engaged in political battles with various

factions. During this interregnum, Goslicki attempted to

hold an unaligned position and served as mediator between

45
the chancellor and the Zborowski family. The Zborowski

family planned revenge for their trial in the previous year

and attempted to destroy Zamoyski's power among the

nobility.46 Despite this period of personal political

attack, Zamoyski planned a program for Poland during this
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third interregnum which would make the constitution more

flexible, establish majority rule in all the territorial

diets, grant subsidies for national defense, and reiterate

once more religious tolerance as under the 1573 Confederation

of Warsaw.4 7

Antagonism between the Zamoyski and Zborowski factions

over election of a new king festered until both sides

prepared for armed conflict.48 It was Goslicki, along

with fellow mediator Stanislaw Szafraniec, who prevented

civil war and solidified the election of Zamoyski's can-

didate, Sigismund Vasa of Sweden, as the new king (1587-

1632)049

Goslicki was with the Polish delegation that welcomed

the king-elect in Cracow on December 9, 1586.50

Chancellor Zamoyski was rudely treated by Sigismund, even

though he owed his election in large part to him. 51

Furthermore, the Coronation Sejm not only increased the

traditional restrictions on the king but also criticized

Zamoyski and restricted the powers of the office of

Chancellor.52 Neither king nor state, however, could

afford to dispense with the services of Zamoyski, who

soon carried out diplomatic and military victories against

the Hapsburgs.5 3

Sigismund was jealous of Zamoyski's power and popu-

larity, and so chancellor and king never developed the



intimate relationship that had existed between Zamoyski

and his previous king. In fact between 1589 and 1592

Zamoyski not only lost some of his political power, but

also found himself the leader of a faction in opposition

to King Sigismund.5 4

The king's political goals for a Polish-Swedish alliance

involved friendship with the Hapsburgs, who were detested

by Zamoyski and the majority of the lower nobility. A new

royalist party arose in support of the king in the 1589

Sejm. Their purpose was to revise the constitution in

favor of the monarchy and to establish Poland as an exclu-

sively Catholic country. In foreign affairs, a Christian

League against the Turks was favored.
5 5

Proposals by Zamoyski to exclude the Hapsburgs from

the Polish throne by limiting future elections to Slavonic

candidates for king were voted down by the new royalist

coalition.56 During this period, from 1589 to 1591,

Goslicki was one of Zamoyski's most loyal supporters in

the Sejm.57 Although he sometimes disagreed with Zamoyski's

tactics and goals, he still found himself in agreement

with his political ideals.

By 1590 Zamoyski's influence in the Sejm rebounded

and, with the support of Goslicki, he was able to induce

the members to vote a subsidy for defense against a

threatened attack by the Turks. 58 At the same time, he
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recommended again that the Hapsburgs be eliminated from

candidacy for the Polish throne, but the deputies com-

promised by excluding only the Archduke Maximilian from

59
the succession. In 1591, however, these victories were

rescinded by a new Sejm controlled by the royalists.
6 0

Many of Zamoyski's friends were removed from office and

the Zborowski family regained political strength against

their old foe.6 1

King Sigismund secretly plotted to ascend to the

Swedish throne and resign his Polish throne to a Hapsburg,

an ambition which clashed with the national policy of

Zamoyski. To further his plan, Sigismund married the

Austrian Archduchess Anna and had her crowned as his queen.

Zamoyski obtained evidence that as part of this marriage

plan Sigismund intended to resign the Polish throne to the

Archduke Ernest. Zamoyski exposed this plot in June 1592

and demanded the calling of the Sejm for the purpose of

investigating the conspiracy.6 2

The king was humiliated and forced to promise that

he would never leave Poland without the permission of

the Sejm. Reconciliation with Zamoyski and his followers

was necessary, and thus they regained their political

dominance. For the next ten years of Sigismund's reign,

Zamoyski continued to serVe the king and achieved further

success as a statesman and military leader.
6 3
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From 1595 to 1597 the Papacy intensified efforts to

draw Poland into a Christian League with the Holy Roman

64
Empire against the Turks. The Sejm voted subsidies

for such a war effort, but the efforts of Zamoyski and

Goslicki prevented Poland from joining this Christian

League.65 Zamoyski's relations with the Papacy and the

Polish ecclesiastics were not much changed by this

disagreement, but Goslicki found further disfavor.6 6

Austrian intrigues in the person of Hospodar Michael

of Wallachia, who had murdered a relative of Zamoyski's over

the throne of Transylvania, caused Zamoyski to request the

Sejm to vote war subsidies in 1600. Pro-Austrian deputies,

however, accused the chancellor of unethical ambitions

and a war of personal revenge. Zamoyski recruited 10,000

cavalry at his own expense and defeated Hospodar Michael

in October of 1600.67

At the same time, King Sigismund's efforts to wrest

the Swedish throne from his uncle, the usurper Charles,

involved Poland in a war with Sweden which was to endure

for some sixty years. During the first phase of this

war (1601-1602), Zamoyski's influence greatly declined,

since the king had managed to develop a strong royal party

in the Sejm. Thereafter, King Sigismund campaigned to

strengthen royal authority at the expense of the rights

of the nobility. Zamoyski's sudden death on June 3, 1605,
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left the opponents of the king without a strong leader,

and a period of serious constitutional crisis and open

rebellion resulted. By 1609, however, Sigismund abandoned

his ideas for constitutional reform.
6 8

Goslicki fared better than his colleague, Zamoyski,

toward the end of his life. In July 1601 Goslicki received

the bishopric of Poznan. Until his death in 1607, he

continued his role as mediator in the various conflicts

between king and nobility and guarded against the develop-

ment of a strong monarch. 6 9

Though personally ambitious, Goslicki never abandoned

his ideals set forth in 1568 in De optimo Senatore. He

believed that a state must never indulge in persecution

but be ruled through laws based on justice.70 He always

supported the Confederation of Warsaw , therefore, even

at the expense of his personal career. He believed the

best form of government was a republic in which wise men

participated fully and his political actions reflected that

belief. 71 Goslicki exemplified his own credo that wisdom

has no purpose unless others profit by it.7 2
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CHAPTER III

DE OPTIMO SENATORE: TRANSLATIONS

AND HISTORIOGRAPHY

The earliest known mention in England of Wawrzyniec

Goslicki's De optimo Senatore is Gabriel Harvey's

reference to the work in Pierce's Supererogation, which

was published in 1593. Harvey, after accusing English

officials of "so little capacitie in governement," adds

that "Grimaldus did little thinke of any such Senatours,

whe he writt De optimo Senatore." Harvey was a Cambridge

don who delighted in reading Latin works and was parti-

cularly interested in the political affairs of Europe.2

He is suspected of being the translator of De optimo

Senatore, which was published in 1598 under the title

The Counsellor.3

A fragment of a partial 1585 translation of De optimo

Senatore survives in the British Museum. The translator

was one Robert Chester, who never completed the work due

to the untimely death of his patron. The Queen's Star

Chamber ordered that the 1598 translation be destroyed,

but a few copies of this work survived. 4

The title page of The Counsellor describes the work

as one "wherein the offices of Magistrates, the happie

25
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life of Subjects, and the felicitie of Commonweales is

pleasantly and pithilie discoursed. "5 This "Golden. Worke"

would prove profitable and "necessarie for all those

that be admitted to the administration of a well-governed

Commonweale."6  Censors hip by the Star Chamber was due to

the passages concerning the role of a king.7

In The Counsellor, counsellors (senators, magistrates)

are the "most able to stand the commonweale in stead." The

king, since he is only one man, "cannot looke unto all

things, and sometimes it happeneth that either by giving

liberty to his appetites, or yielding to his affections,

hee is reduced from true reason." The senate, however,

being composed of "wise and expert men, may from their

place (as from a watch-tower) looke about, and provide

thinges needfull for the state." Further,, the king must

obey the laws of the state, for in The Counsellor no one

is above the law. A tyrant king is not the mark of

God's vengeance or one to whom passive obedience is owed, but

simply a king who rules for personal profit rather than

the good of the people.8

Such a theory of monarchy would have attracted Gabriel

Harvey, whose political views strongly favored the English

9
Puritan element. Opposition to the Tudor notion of

passive obedience to a monarch and centralization of

institutions under royal authority largely came from this
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Puritan element.10 In fact, Harvey was involved in the

"Martin Marprelate" controversy of 1588-89 and has even

been suspected of being the author who assumed the pseudonym

"Martin Marprelate."11 The Marprelate controversy involved

a number of political pamphlets issued from a secret

press, pamphlets which were written in response to a

decree issued by the Queen's Star Chamber to stem the

flow of Puritan political tracts.1 2

Although The Counsellor was ordered destroyed almost

immediately upon its publication in 1598, the work soon

appeared again under another title.13 A Commonwealth of

Good Counsaile was printed "shewing what may be in a

Magistrate in governing; A Subject in obeying; and the

absolute felicitie of all commonweales." 14 The second

publication is identical in content to the first. This

fact bears emphasis since Polski slowik biograficzny

erroneously states that the 1607 work was revised to

eliminate those passages which dealt with the king.15 In

fact, the works are exact duplicates with only the title

pages differing. The same pagination errors occur in both,

and no passages, including those dealing with the king,

are eliminated in the 1607 work. The Counsellor was

printed by Richard Bradocke, A Commonwealth of Good

Counsaile by "R.B." The 1607 publication, then, is not a

new translation, but was most likely printed from the same
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formes made up in 1598. Goslicki died in 1607 and it is

possible that the work was reprinted in his honor.

It is not known whether Goslicki was aware of the

translation of his work. Moreover, no information con-

cerning the reception of his work in Poland is presently

available. It has been claimed that De optimo Senatore,

along with Goslicki's other works, was condemned by

Sigismund III (1587-1632), but no documentation for that

claim is offered.16 Nineteenth-century Polish biographies

list neither the 1598 nor 1607 translations and seem

unaware of Goslicki's influence in England.17

Although A Commonwealth of Good Counsaile was also

ordered destroyed, a few copies survived and Goslicki's

work continued to interest English political pamphleteers.
1 8

As far as current research indicates, that interest,

however, did not extend to "all denominations of dissenters"

as is claimed in Polish-American works.19 Specifically,

quotations from Goslicki's work appear in writings by

William Prynne, Puritan pamphleteer, circa 1637,.20

Goslicki is also quoted in several anonymous pamphlets of

the mid-seventeenth century, but more research is needed

to determine the extent of his influence.2
1

If, however, imitation is the sincerest form of

flattery, Goslicki's work still held a place of importance

in 1660. The Sage Senator Delineated was published with
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"J.G." (possibly John Grimefield) as author.22 The title

page does not indicate that this was Goslicki's work,

albeit mutilated and added to.23 Rather, J.G. presents

a "Discourse of The Qualifications, Endowments, Parts,

external and internal, Office, Duty and Dignity of a

Perfect Politician with a Discourse of Kingdoms, Repub-

liques, and States-Popular, as Also, of Kings and Princes:

To which is annexed, The New Models of Modern Policy."2 4

The intent of The Sage Senator Delineated is to provide

a work which will help create a "Union between King and

Council, Prince and People" so the "whole nation will

undoubtedly flourish. " 25

Actually, the more obvious purpose of the work is

to exorcise England of the ghost of Cromwell and re-esta-

blish the necessity for a sovereign ruling in harmony

with a parliament. J.G. paraphrases Goslicki's statements

that "the King cannot looke unto all things" and that the

senate, composed of wise and just men, will "provide

things needful for the state. ,,26 "No king," he writes,

"can with his own peculiar flock of wisdom govern his

kingdom rightly . . . /but must call unto their aid and

assistance some wise grave men, by whose advice and

counsel the kingdom might be well regulated. "2 7  The annex

to the work entitled "The new-fangled Model of Modern

Policy" is a vicious, but often amusing, attack upon the
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conditions England had suffered since 1649 under "a

Protectordom, a Committeedom, and a Rumpdom. "28 J.G.

refers to Cromwell as "that hellish monster, that damnable

Machiavelian that first gave rise to this same strange and

unheard-of Government."2 9  The most acrimonious attack,

however, is aimed at the Rump Parliament, which he thought

fit "to place it in the Buttock of our Book, that to do so

we may come to an end by discoursing of an End, a Fag-end

of Parliament, the Rump."3 0

The Sage Senator Delineated is seldom mentioned in

works concerning Goslicki, and both previous translations

of 1598 and 1607 are overshadowed by the last translation

of De optimo Senatore, entitled The Accomplished Senator,

printed in 1733. Though The Accomplished Senator is

portrayed as "Done into English, from the Edition Printed

at Venice, in the Year 1568," the work is more correctly

an adaption.31 Three copies from 1598 and 1607 survived,

and it is possible that the "translator," William

Oldisworth, embellished one of these works, and changed

the language to suit eighteenth-century readers.32

William Oldisworth was "a professional hack-writer

for London booksellers and publishers, of whom Pope said

that he could turn an ode of Horace into English 'the

quickest of any man in England.'"33 Oldisworth did one

of his hack jobs on a preface which he added to
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The Accomplished Senator. This preface is responsible

for a good deal of misinformation concerning Goslicki and

his work. All English-language secondary works dealing

with Goslicki's De optimo Senatore which have been

available to me use this 1733 adaption as the basis for

their analysis. To research Goslicki and his work, one

must dismantle a labyrinth of undocumented claims and in-

accurate information which generally have as their source

the Oldisworth publication. For instance, Oldisworth

states that during the reign of "King Sigismund the Sec-

ond" Goslicki "was advanced to be a Minister of the First

Note, was made Chancellor of Poland, and Bishop of Posnan, "

Oldisworth was referring to the reign of Sigismund August,

who ruled from 1548 to 1572, and who, Oldisworth points

out, was a contemporary of Edward VI of England (1547-1553),

among others. Furthermore, Oldisworth claims in his preface

that Goslicki became "Minister of State" and reached the

height of his career during these same years between 1548

to 1572. Actually, Goslicki was a student for much of this

time and only returned to Poland from his studies in Italy

in 1570, whereupon he took a position of minor secretary at

court. Oldisworth also claims that Goslicki's influence

was so great that it was he who indirectly introduced the

Reformation to Poland:

During the Reign of Sigismund the Second, when Goslicki
was in Full Trust and Power, the Nobles and Gentry of
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Poland were permitted to send their Children to the

Protestant Schools and Universities of Germany; by

which means they brought the Reformation into 3 heir own

Country, where it spread itself far and near.

Goslicki never held an office higher than Bishop of Poznan,

though he was an influential member of the Sejm ftom 1586,

when he received the bishopric of Kamieniec, until his death

in 1607. Furthermore, the height of Goslici's career did

not occur during Sigismund II's reign. Sigismund died in

1572, at which time Goslicki held only his position of minor

secretary, and it was not until 1601 that he became the

Bishop of Poznan.3 5

Four monographs concerning Goslicki and De optimo

Senatore subsequently repeat this error of Oldisworth.

Shakespearian scholar Israel Gollancz, though noting that in

1773, "Oldisworth, a political pamphleteer, issued an elab-

orate English translation, with a lengthy and enthusiastic,

though inaccurate, introduction," indicates that Goslicki

was "Minister of State. "36 H. E. Tytus Filipowicz, Polish

ambassador to the United States, refers to Goslicki as

"Senator and Chancellor of Poland, later Bishop of Poznan."

The misinformation that Goslicki was "Chancellor" of

. . 38
Poland appears again in a work by W. J. Stankiewicz.

Yet Stankiewicz consulted the Encyclopedia Britannica

for information on Goslicki, though he fails to footnote

the source.39 The most accessible article on Goslicki
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is in turn based on the work of Stankiewicz and Filipowicz

and thus the error is repeated again. In "Laurentius

Grimaldus Goslicius and His Age--Modern Constitutional

Law Ideas in the XVI Century," Wienczyslaw J. Wagner

et al., state that Goslicki became "at the climax of his

career Chancellor of Poland and later Bishop of Poznan. "
4 0

In this manner proliferation of erroneous information

concerning Goslicki has occurred. Moreover, scholars

have done Goslicki the disservice of accepting an adaption

of De optimo Senatore as a translation. The relating of

Goslicki' s theory by these scholars is further tempered

by their own particular views. For instance, H. E. Tytus

Filipowicz and Wiencyzslaw J. Wagner et al., present

Goslicki as "an ancestor, in a demonstrably direct line,

of the Fathers of the American Declaration of Independence

and the American Constitution. "41 W. J. Stankiewicz

presents Goslicki as occupying an outstanding position in

English political thought. 42 On the other hand, The

Cambr e History of Poland has allotted to Goslicki one

sentence: "there also appeared . . . a . . . theoretical

treatise . . . De optimo senatore by Laurence Goslicki,

equally typical of Renaissance interests, and which

later was to rouse much curiosity in England."43 He also

was given one sentence in The Slavs in European History and

Civilization: "Laurence Goslicki also made an interesting
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contribution to political literature in the spirit of

the Renaissance period."44 No collection of important

works on political theory available to me mentions Goslicki

at all.
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CHAPTER IV

REASON , COMMONWEALTH,

AND COUNSELLOR

Goslicki dedicated De optimo Senatore to King

Sigismund II of Poland, pointing out in the dedication

that Sigismund did not inherit his kingdom, but received

it from the Polish nation in recognition of his virtue

and wisdom. Sigismund is the personification for Goslicki

of a virtuous king and Poland "the habitation of libertie

and seate of just government." It is because the king in

his wisdom rules with the advice of counsellors, noble and

excellent men, that Poland is so well governed and its

people content. The wise counsellor couples his awareness

of the king's responsibilities with his knowledge of the

customs of the people in an attempt to create a harmonious

commonwealth, but the office is accompanied by many diffi-

culties. One of Goslicki's objectives is to furnish some

guidance to counsellors for this difficult office, not

only in Poland but in all commonwealths.1

Goslicki's major intent, however, is to provide a

discourse on that question which puzzles even the wisest

of men: how shall a state be governed and how shall the

happiness of the people be achieved? All wise men know

38
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that "those commonweales be most blessed where men do live

in peace; so are those countries miserable where people

are not maintained in securitie." If the subjects within

a commonwealth are virtuous and the commonwealth just,

then happiness will result. Goslicki assumes that all men

can recognize virtue as moral goodness whether or not

they aspire to it. Justice is a virtue., giving to every

man that which is his own according to the laws of nature,

God, and man. But what precedes and insures virtue and

justice? "Some suppose it /virtue-justice-happiness/

proceedth of good laws; others have thought that civill

education doth enforme it; others imagined that the

temperature of heavens doth make men apt. " But, according

to Goslicki, the best means of achieving a commonwealth of

virtue, justice, and happiness is to have, besides excellent

counsellors, a good king, a people who strive to imitate

him, and just laws. De optimo Senatore is, therefore,

more than a book of instructions. It is also a discourse

on the use of reason to create just law and the best use

of law in a government. The problem fdr Goslicki is that

if man is capable of using divinely given reason to achieve

virtue and justice (and thus happiness), then why are law

and government necessary at all? The best way to deal with

this question is, following Goslicki, to consider first

his concept of reason, saving until later the author's
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ideas on law, government, and his specific advice to the

counsellor.2

Goslicki's first statement is that God created an

ordered universe; man is the microcosm. For reasons

inexplicable to man, such is the condition of worldly things

"that mischance standeth next to good fortune, vice is

mixed with vertue, so as with facilitie men fall from good

into evill." When God first placed man on earth, man was

not aware of this duality. Although Goslicki contends

that the basic nature of man is to flee from evil and

pursue goodness, he states that it was man's insatiable

curiosity which caused him to investigate evil. Since evil

provided some immediate benefits, man began to arm himself

against virtue, to consider it lawful to offend others, to

live in an ungodly manner, and to abuse reason by employing

it for evil. Yet a return to virtue for each individual

and for mankind is possible, for God provided man with

reason as a link to Himself. God sows the divine seed of

reason in all men; man himself must bring forth fruit from

this seed. 3

But Goslicki points out that men, being individualistic

creatures endowed with free will, do not have the same

abilities nor come to the same conclusions. Some men make

better choices and learn what is holy and just. These men

must proclaim war upon evil and convince others to live in
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a godly manner. Man must understand that the purpose of

his life is to earn eternal companionship with God through

a holy and good life. Though all men have a natural pro-

clivity toward goodness, it is the wiser men who are

capable of establishing good law. Through the words and

writings of such men "grew lawes in Cities as a tutresse

to good life." Through these laws other men learn to think

about and do those things which are honest, just, and

godly.4

Since Goslicki does not deal with the beginnings of

government, one canno t ascertain the linear development

of law in his theory. He does imply that there can be

both good and evil laws. Good laws result from the efforts

of good men to return the world to holiness and virtue;

evil laws are possible because man fell from God's grace

and they are established by those who seek personal profit

through law. Good laws can never be created by godless

men. "len by men, without the guiding of God, cannot be

ruled." If man attempts to rule without God, he defies

God's divine will and "every commonweale so governed, and

the life of every private citizen therein shall become

unhappy and miserable." Therefore, in an effort to learn

of good laws, it is fruitless to study commonwealths

ruled by men who do not accept God, for they will not be

men of virtue and wisdom. "Good laws . . . are obtayned
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at Gods hands by intercession of wise men, and not by

holding uppe the handes of fooles, or bye their lowde

cries, or prostrating their bodies upon the earth."

Goslicki's contention, then, is that good law is not a

revelation from God but is learned by wise men through

reason. Divine inspiration must precede that learning

for though God gifts all men with reason, and He is present

in all good men, the wisdom of God enters and possesses

only the minds of the most wise men who honor God.

"Without God no good or wise man liveth." Goslicki does

not believe that God will reveal His will to man through

history, nor has God made a covenant with man. Further,

evil governments are not a punishment from God for man's

sins, but are a self-inflicted evil which man is capable

of ending. The laws of good and wise men can help lead

man back to his original goodness.5

It is the "whole force of . . . capacitye, reason,

and counsell" which exists in wise men that will insure

the "preservation of common socieitie and love among men."

The wise man must never live nor rule without remembering

that there are "two divers countries, or commonweales to

be governed." The first is "the place where our mortall

condition hath appointed our birth." The second is that

"by the course of the Sunne, described. " Wise men have an

obligation to "comprehend this order and nature of the

universal world" as they live and rule.
6
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Goslicki states that wisdom comes from contemplation

of worldly and divine matters and philosophers are most

wise, for through contemplation they perceive the order 
of

the universe. But a philosopher who only pursues knowledge,

and finding truths, proceeds no further, does .not fulfill

his obligations. This knowledge has no effect unless others

profit by it. Particularly, government depends upon con-

templation and action by wise men (philosophers). Goslicki

believes that every society of men will willingly obey the

wisest among them and thus exhorts wise men to action.

A commonwealth ruled by laws established by wise men

and consisting of subjects attempting to become virtuous

is not the sole factor in security and happiness. Man is

both mind and body and has need of external goods "which

both nature and fortune has made for use of man, to the

ende he might become the more happy, better and perfect."

Goslicki states that a man cannot be happy in mind if he

is unhappy in body. Therefore, material goods are necessary

for the people of a commonwealth. If one should share the

richness of mind, one should also share the richness of

body. The unfortunate or disabled must be helped by those

who are blessed with abundance, for those who are fortunate

must realize that

only for himselfe he was not borne, but . . . his

country,.his friends, his kinsfolk and alliance
doe claime their share in the fruites of his
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felicitie, because to every of them, if he

will be thought happye, it behooveth hem to

give part, not only of his treasure minde,
as justice and wisdome, but also of all other

things bestowed on him for the use and life
of man.7

Such disparities in knowledge and material well-being

among men are not adequately explained by Goslicki.

Rather he attributes these to "reason and vertue" and

the natural tendency of children to resemble their

parents. He does reiterate Plato's idea that God cre-

ated men in a manner analogous to gold, silver, and iron

and brass, each person inheriting from his parents the

potential at least for his proper station in society.

Goslicki, on the other hand, emphasizes that nobility

depends more on one' s own virtue than on ancestry.

Because of this diversity of intellect and material

goods among men, and because some men will create and use

law for evil purposes, the wisest men through reason must

establish good law. The purpose of law is to instruct

people in justice and to insure the continuation of justice

in the commonwealth. Justice is defined by Goslicki as

giving to every man that which is his own according to the

laws of nature, God, and man. Moreover, some consideration

must be given to the traditions of the people in establishing

law, for "law must be framed for the commonwealth, not the

commonwealth for the laws, for not all laws are fit for all

countries."8
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To establish laws "whereby men are rewarded and

punished according to their merits" is not sufficient,

according to Goslicki. The nature of law in all common-

wealths should be the establishment of a "bond to tye each

man to his duty, and defend them 4inen! in vertue and

fidelity." Law is nothing else but virtue and good order

of life reduced into certain rules; each individual bene-

fits from obeying the law. The law of the commonwealth

should require the youth to exercise their minds and

bodies, and in that instruction they should learn to obey

the law and love their magistrates, which is civil disci-

pline. If this foundation of education is provided, men,

as they gain experience and age, will be more likely to

do what is best and grow in wisdom. Moreover, education

can assure civil discipline in both peacetime and in war,

for the people will understand that acting in a disciplined

manner is for the good of the commonwealth.9

Since the good of the commonwealth is the object of

law, the lawmaker must first consider "how men may be made

just and honest, rather than how they might be put to

death or punished." As a physician heals a sick body with

medicine, so should counsellors attempt to cure the mind

with good laws. A counsellor must know at all times what

sores and wounds afflict the commonwealth, and if the people

are inclined to vice and licentiousness. If this be the
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case, then the proper duty of the counsellor is to take

action through law to remove the cause of the evils. In

fact in the making of every law "such judgement should be

offered that therein all occasion of offending may utterly

be removed." For example, Goslicki queries: "What man is

so cruell that would not take away occasion of thefte,

rather by making provision of corne for the poor, then

through want thereof enforce them to become theeves and

put them to death?"1 0

Goslicki states that it is the counsellor's duty to

be aware of offenses against the law and to determine if

the law should be changed or the causes of the offenses

removed. The counsellors must be aware of the activities

of notable citizens and the activities of the magistrates.

The way in which a notable citizen lives affects the

commonwealth, for if he obeys the law he will incline others

to do the same. If, however, he disregards the law, the

notable citizen will appear to be above the law, which

cannot be justice. As for the magistrates, the counsellor

must insure that they make determinations according to the

law rather than their own pleasure. It is necessary for a

magistrate to have the qualities of faithfulness, diligence,

gentleness, compassion, and courtesy. Above all, a

magistrate must never be cruel or unmerciful.
1 1
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Cruelty is a thing proper to tyrants, barbarous people,

and men void of all humanity. Law must always avoid

severity and cruelty, for extreme justice can be extreme

injury. So must the punishment suit the offense and no

punishment be greater than the offense. Moreover, if the

magistrates are known to be kind and merciful, the people

will support and love them.12

Goslicki considers the rewards provided to good men

through law as important as the punishment given to

offenders. It should be written into the law that honors

be given those who possess goods of mind, goods of body,

and goods of fortune in that order. Each man considered

should be judged according to virtue, manners, and action,

and a counsellor in bestowing these honors ought to observe

equality in rewards and gifts. Furthermore, we must also

honor, as occasion merits, men who are well-born and rich

"because they are the most profitable for other men and

the state also." Elders, too, must be honored and re-

spected through law and by the people who should bow to

them and "give them place." 1 3

All of these positive aspects of the law will provide

for the good of the commonwealth, especially since "in

truth there is nothing so hard which men leave unattempted

if great gifts and rewards be thereunto due." Goslicki

believes that reward for effort is the only thing which
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removes and drives away sloth and idle life. Idleness is

the mother of every vice and the commonwealth must guard

against it. Goslicki further cautions that idleness

makes men's minds grow "wanton and perish." Therefore,

each man should be encouraged to apply his mind to such

studies as are agreeable to his nature and in which he

thinks it possible to excel. Rewards and honors should be

provided to those who are most excellent in their studies.
1 4

Society will be preserved by the gifts from the minds

of such excellent men, but preservation is also caused by

the "external furniture of fortune." It is through the

giving and taking of riches, possessions, and money that

men's lives are maintained. In regard to necessities,

"whatever nature has made for the commoditie of man, it

willith the same should be common for all men." Individuals,

not the commonwealth, however, should supply the necessities

to less fortunate men through a virtue Goslicki calls

"liberalitie," which is a "thing worthy a free man and

requirith a free mind." Individuals who practice liberality

should give first to those "most neare and deare": parents,

children, other relatives, friends, and "then men unknown,

and countrymen before strangers." An individual should

"give not more than power suffereth, nor less than the

office of dignitie and humanitie requirith." Money should

be given unselfishly, but moderately, "reserving some for
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friends and physicians and our country." Those who have

no sense in giving are prodigal; those who give nothing,

niggardly and miserable. Moreover, the giver must deter-

mine what is most needed and should give in this order:

"first things necessary, then things profitable, then

things pleasant and durable." A man should never "become

liberal through furie of mind" but should use judgment.

Too, "it is an error perilous that a man would neither

know how to give, nor of whom to receive a benefit." Two

precepts must be observed: to forget the benefit we give

and remember well that we have received.
1 5 ,

Just as men's lives are maintained through necessities,

so the pace of the commonwealth is maintained through

necessary rights which belong to the people. Foremost,

the people must have a voice in the making and correcting

of laws and be able to speak freely on matters that concern

liberty, law, or injury. No person should be arrested or

imprisoned without order of law or authority, nor be

unjustly judged, robbed, or forced to pay tribute.

Goslicki states clearly that the people need not obey

officers who act contrary to the law, and neither are they

to stand injury by those who have more authority and

might. The liberty to do things not expressly forbidden

by law and reason, and freedom from oppression by force,

are also rights of the people. The duties of the people
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are to love their country and believe the king to be the

greatest in authority, and the counsellors the greatest

in understanding.16

All the people in the commonwealth share generally

in those rights and duties but Goslicki does not mean that

all are citizens. Citizens alone have the right and duty

to vote and hold office. Citizens may be noblemen, artisans,

merchants, etc. Even members of the "lower classes,"

such as craftsmen and plowmen, are citizens, although they

may be limited in their political participation and in the

level of office to which they may aspire. A counsellor

must be from the most noble citizens, who are usually

identified by "good parentage, riches and virtue." "But

because it seldome happeneth that one man can be owner

of them all, virtue alone rightfully can make men noble." 1 7

If a counsellor is virtuous, Goslicki believes that

he will most likely consider the needs of all the people.

Most importantly, the counsellor should establish and

understand the principle of equality of treatment for all

the people. Each man may enjoy as much as law, custom,

or convention permits, but in the execution of the law

"neede must be taken that neither wealth, power or

parentage be respected, but that as well as the poore as

the rich, the noble as ignoble may be equally judged."

Equal treatment, Goslicki cautions, does not mean that
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some should not be preferred and honored more than others.

Who should be preferred and honored, however, is not so

easily discerned. To judge each man's value, wisdom, and

virtue and to decide the' honors due him is "rather proper

to a devine, than humain wit." A counsellor can be

deceived by that which appears good and make a mistake in

judgment. In establishing equality and meting out honors,

the counsellor must ultimately rely on an imperfect human

wisdom. 18

Religion can supplement human wisdom and law because

it provides a "firm continuance of customes and vertues."

Goslicki warns that no man should be accepted as a counsellor

if he does not have a "stable and certain belief of God

and religion, for that is the foundation of his wisedome,

vertue, and dignitie." Nothing against God or religion

must be done by a counsellor or the council (senate),

for the "society of God and man cannot be broken." Man is

the only creature to whom the reverence and worship of

God is committed and such worship is always a thing

necessary and honorable in a commonwealth.1 9

The protector of the law and the rights of the people

is the king, who governs not as a master over his servants

but as a father over his children. The king must embody

virtue and so respect the law that he never places himself

above it. Goslicki states that "kings were instituted to
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aid good men against the wicked and ungodly and to them

was given the absolute power to revenge injuries and

preserve liberty." If a king carries out his duties, he

will not need arms to guard him, "for the love, good will,

and fidelity of his subjects will protect him." A primary

duty of a king is to employ in all matters of state the

advice of his counsellors, whom he must honor as his

parents. If the king believes that he alone should govern

the commonwealth, he is more of a "self-liker than a wise

man.'" No king can justly govern a state by himself for

only God knows "all things apperteyning to good government."

Any king who is counselled becomes more wise f or he hears

the judgement of wise men and this brings his own judgement

closer to perfection. "As a hand is strengthened by its

various fingers so is a king strengthened by his

counsellors. " 20

A king ruling alone can be dangerous, Goslicki warns,

because if that one man "gives liberty to his appetites

he is seduced from true reason." If the ignorant multitude

within the commonwealth do not recognize this occurrence,

the king may become a tyrant, and try to rule the common-

wealth for his personal profit instead of the common

good. It is the counsellors, being wise and virtuous men,

who can prevent such perils.2 1
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The counsellor must always keep in mind that it is

the "purpose of government to train all men unto a happy

life through the force of good laws," for in this manner

the commonwealth will become virtuous and just. Goslicki

believes that the form of government which has the best

chance to achieve this purpose is a commonwealth "governed

by a king, a Senate and consent of the people, whitin

the Kings should observe his lawes and do those things

which are honorable." Such a republic headed by a monarch

is always superior to popular governments which are ruled

not by reason but according to "will and popular fury, which

often lacks virtue." 2 2

Goslicki considers the counsellor the key to a

successful republic. It is the counsellor who must be

"carfule to the whole bodie of the commonweale," never

taking up the protection of one segment of the people and

abandoning the rest. In fact the "proper role of the

counsellor is to imagine that he beareth the person of

state." For this reason, the counsellor must be a man who

understands the customs and traditions of the people and

of monarchy so that he can serve as judge "between force

and feare, liberty and servitude, king and people. "23

In order to carry out this difficult task, the

counsellor should have certain attributes and follow

certain rules. Goslicki states that a counsellor must
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first be a well-educated man so that he will "not be

thought a blockheade fit for nothing." An educated man,

because he understands the consequences of his actions,

is not likely to devise new practices in order to gain

fame and glory. His education should take place both at

home and abroad, for a counsellor "should not be ignorant

in the government of other states." A counsellor must

be native born and "of an older age," for then he will be

likely to love his country and to have shaken off the

passions and impudence of youth. Goslicki makes no direct

statements concerning women, but for a counsellor to be

"wommanith" is a serious fault.2 4

Manly grace and masculine dress befitting his office

are important to a counsellor so that men may recognize

his authority. It is not that physical attributes or

clothes are a guarantee of excellence and virtue in the

counsellor, but that pride in appearance is a mark of

discipline which men can admire. As long as a counsellor

proceeds with manly grace, however, the condition of his

body is not as important as the condition of his mind.

"The mind is not blemished by deformitie of bodie, but by

beauty of the mind the bodie is beautified." Since "vertue

is not bound either to a beautiful or deformed body," the

presence of virtue itself radiates a comely grace which

men can recognize. The counsellor must have an open and
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sincere mind, "not hidden, obscure or deceiptful." He

should not say one thing and mean another, but "his tongue

must be a true interpretor of his minde, and his face,

countenance and eyes free from the ability to disguise.,"
2 5

Although people will respect a counsellor who has

these attributes, it is clemency which will make him loved.

"As God is kind to man, so must man be kind to man."

Gentleness is not a womanly trait, but the mark of a man

who understands that justice must be tempered by kindness.

Clemency will also aid a counsellor in forgetting injuries

done to him. This is most important, for all counsellors

must act towards each other as friends, never taking

occasion for revenge over some previous injury. In the

council (or senate) the counsellors must treat each other

with respect and understand the gravity of their office

and the goals which must be accomplished. Goslicki advises

that in the case of differences in opinion, the majority

opinion must prevail. In a debate the opinions of the most

aged and most experienced should be heard first so the

youthful among them will have time to deliberate upon

their speech. Each counsellor should speak only in order

of being asked and then be careful that "his speech not be

infinite." Out of respect for his colleagues and the duties

of his office, a counsellor must never be absent from the

council meetings for that will indicate that he is placing

personal welfare above the welfare of the commonwealth.
2 6
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In his relations with the people, the good counsellor

"speaks nothing in anger, in fear, in mirth, in haste or

unpremeditated." It is a counsellor's duty to be aware

of the variety of opinions concerning public matters and

to listen to the views of a number of men. But he must

never be hasty in believing men's words "for there is

nothing more profitable for a wise man than incredulitie."

On the other hand, the counsellor must take stock of

opinions so as not to seem "hard of belief, or be alto-

gether incredulous, unless the reputation /of the speaker/

or truth doth otherwise require." Above all, in dealing

directly with the people, the counsellor must never

maintain any belief against the apparent truth, for this

will make him seem a fool.2 7

Finally, Goslicki advises that since a counsellor is

the preserver and protector of the commonwealth, he must

continually s tu d y " b y what means the common welf are

can be made happy and perpetual." In order to avoid the

evils of things to come, the counsellor must make constant

choices. Those choices will not always be correct, but if

they are executed through wisdom and based on sound

judgment, the counsellor will have performed his duty.
2 8

Goslicki places the responsibilities for a virtuous

and just commonwealth with the individual in the person of

the counsellor. Happiness cannot be achieved in a
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commonwealth, however, unless all men perform their duty

and strive constantly to ascertain the difference between

good and evil. Reason is the tool which will enable men

to make such a difficult choice and to recognize the path

to virtue and justice.
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CHAPTER V

WAWRZYNIEC GOSLICKI AND

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

The Shakespearian scholar Israel Gollancz first sur-

mised that the character Polonius in Hamlet was named as a

tribute to Goslicki and Poland. 1 Later research by Joseph

Andre-Teslar confirmed this and offered further evidence

of Goslicki's influence on Shakespeare.2 But there is

more to the Goslicki-Shakespeare connection than either of

these authors revealed.

Shakespeare became familiar with The Counsellor, the

1598 translation of De optimo Senatore, and thus "dubbed

the counsellor of the King of Denmark by a name which could

only mean the Polonian, or the Pole." 3  Shakespeare "created

the name 'Polonius' with special reference to Goslicki's

ideal counsellor."4

Fratricide Punished, a German version of the Hamlet

legend popular around 1587, and the First Quarto, published

in 1603 and, referred to as the "Bad Quarto," both used the

name Corambus for the king's counsellor.5 Gollancz is

certain that the use of Corambus is "the creation of the

author of the pre-Shakespearian Hamlet, possibly Thomas

Kyd. "6 This supposition and subsequent distinction is

60
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important because Corambus was probably a play on the

word "crambe," which meant twice-cooked cabbage, that

is, "tedious and unpleasant iteration."
7

Shakespeare, disgruntled with the garbled and

unauthorized 1603 Bad Quarto, decided to publish his

own Hamlet.8 Quarto Two, copies of which bear the publi-

cation date of either 1604 or 1605, is accepted as the

authorized version printed from Shakespeare's own manu-

script. 9 It is this Quarto in which the name of the

counsellor to King Claudius is changed from Corambus to

Polonius.1 0

Shakespeare probably learned of The Counsellor through

his contacts with Gabriel Harvey, the Earl of Essex (Robert

Devereux), and the Earl of Southampton (Henry Wriothesley),

who was his patron. It is supposed that at the urging

of Essex and Southampton Gabriel Harvey translated De

optimo Senatore and had it published in 1598 as The

Counsellor.12 The name "Grimaldus" instead of "Goslicki"

is referred to in Pierce's Supererogation and appears as

the author on the title page of The Counsellor. As noted

above, the first mention in England of Goslicki's work was

this reference in Harvey's Pierce's Supererogation. Harvey,

critical of local English authorities, expresses his fear

that power is given to incompetent men and tells his readers

that Goslicki could not have meant such men to be senators:
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what a surging sea of corruption would overflow

within a f ew years, in case the sword Ciofso great and

ample autoritie . . . were put into the hand of so

little capacitie in government, so little dis-

cretion in Discipline, so little judgement in

causes, so little moderation in living, so little

constancie in saying or dooing, so little gravitie

in behavior, or so little whatsoever should pro-

cure reverence in a Magistrate, or establish good

order in a Comonwealth. Travaile thorough ten

thousand Parishes in England; and when you have

taken a favourable vew of their substantiallest,

and sufficientest Aldermen, tell me in good sooth,

what a comely showe they would make in a Con-

sistorie; or with how solemne a prefence they would

furnish a Councell Table. I beleeve, Grimaldus

did little thinke of any such Senatours, whe he

writt de Optimo Senatore.13

In correspondence between Harvey and his adversary,

Thomas Nashe, Nashe refers to The Counsellor as Harvey's

senator translated into English, an accusation which

Harvey never denied.14 Harvey and Nashe indulged in a

"duel of contumely," from about 1589 to 1596, which be-

came so sensationalized that nearly every literary figure

held an opinion and every person followed the progress

of the controversy.15 Harvey is most often portrayed

as the Cambridge don, "a dull conceited pedant," who

clashes with the brilliant young wit, Nashe.16 This

usual view of the controversial figures, however, is dis-

puted in a tedious dissection of the quarrel by R. B.

McKerrow. McKerrow concludes that the centrifugal force of

the quarrel was

that ancient opposition between the old and the

new, between servility and independence, between
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consideration which his abilities and

achievements deserved. And it was the

Harveys who stood for the future and Nashe

for the past.1 7

Certainly, the qualities of independence and "the right

of a man to that consideration which his abilities and

achievements deserved" parallel Goslicki's philosophy of

"not to all men in general, but to everye one in parti-

cular. " 18

Shakespeare and Harvey were well acquainted with each

other's works. That Harvey knew and appreciated Shake-

peare's works, particularly Hamlet, is apparent from the

marginal note which Harvey made in his copy of Speght's

Chaucer (1598): "the younger sort takes much delight in

Venus & Adonis, but his Lucrece, & his tragedie of Ham-

let . . . have it in them, to please the wiser sort."19

Pierce' s Supererogation, in which Harvey reminds the reader

that Goslicki would not consider certain English politicians

as good senators, was Harvey's major contribution to his

controversy with Nashe. Whether or not Shakespeare was

a constant admirer of Harvey throughout this controversy

is unknown, but that he was familiar with Pierce's Supereroga-

tion is quite possible. In Shakespeare's Love's Labour's

Lost, Holofernes, a school master, speaks "of piercing a

hogshead." "Hogshead" was slang for a stupid person, and

"pierce a hogshead" was slang for getting drunk. The
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accepted interpretation of this line is that of an

allusion to a joke in Harvey's Pierce's Supererogation,

which was a reply to Nashe's Pierce Penniless. Other

evidence of Shakespeare's familiarity with Pierce's

Supererogation is available, but too complex to narrate

in this work.2 0

The Earl of Essex and the Earl of Southampton formed

the nucleus of patronage for a literary circle which

included Harvey and Shakespeare.21 Harvey's most intimate

friend, Edmund Spenser, often wrote in Essex's London

house.22 Shakespeare's association with Essex and

Southampton and this literary circle leads to the strongest

conjecture concerning the name change in Hamlet from

Corambus to Polonius. More than likely, Shakespeare first

decided to change the name of Corambus, which was politi-

cally dangerous for him to retain, and then decided on

Polonius. By the use of Polonius, he could indicate

covertly his support of Essex's and Southampton's political

attitudes.

Corambus became associated in the public mind with a

caricature of Lord Burghley (William Cecil), Lord Treasurer

and Counsellor to Queen Elizabeth.23 After Burghley's

death in 1598, his son, Robert Cecil, succeeded him as

Treasurer.24 Shakespeare was "anxious to make it clear

that "Polonius" was not to be associated with the earlier
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facetious portrayal of Burghley through the character of

Corambus.25 Reprisals from Robert Cecil could be expected

if the memory of his father continued to be belittled in

a public play.26 The likelihood of such reprisals was

enhanced by Shakespeare' s association with Essex and

Southampton.

During Burghley's political career, his antagonist

had long been the Earl of Leicester (Robert Dudley), who

led a faction aggressively in favor of Church reform and

military engagements abroad. After the death of the elder

Burghley and Dudley, Burghley's son, Sir Robert Cecil, and

Leicester's stepson, the Earl of Essex, continued the

political quarrel. Although evidence concerning

Shakespeare's political ties is weak, it is believed that

Shakespeare was associated with the party of Essex,

particularly since Southampton, patron of Shakespeare,

was one of Essex's chief supporters. Shakespearian scholars

consider Essex a model for some of Shakespeare's characters,

most notably Hamlet.2 7

The hot-tempered Essex was no match for the politically

astute and shrewd Cecils, who, during the last years of

William Burghley's life, combined forces to destroy Essex's

influence with the Queen. Burghley had persuaded the

Queen to appoint his son, Robert Cecil, as principal

secretary in 1596, over the nominee of Essex. In 1597,
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much to Essex's consternation, another Burghley associate

was made Earl of Nottingham and thus took precedence

over Essex. Despite their political differences, however,

Essex was still a favorite of the Queen and was permitted

to lead an expedition against the Irish in 1598. The

politically ambitious Essex made a truce with Hugh O'Neil,

a leader of the Irish rebels, without authorization from

the Queen, and thus disgraced himself. 2 8

When Essex returned to England, he was deprived of

his offices and imprisoned in his home.2 9  Unable to

regain political power, Essex foolishly plotted an uprising

against the throne.30 Both Essex and Southampton, who had

participated in the affair, were imprisoned. Southampton

was eventually released, but Essex was beheaded in 1602.31

On the eve of Essex's uprising in 1601, Shakespeare's

company performed a play for a private audience about the

deposition and murder of King Richard II. As a result, and

because of his association with Essex and Southampton,

Shakespeare's company was examined in the Star Chamber at

Essex's trial. Although the company was exonerated of any

complicity in the matter, it was known that the performance

had been arranged by Sir Gilly Meyrick, supporter of

Essex.3 2

Most scholars have concluded that Shakespeare pub-

lished his own Hamlet in 1604 because he was disgruntled
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with the garbled Bad Quarto, but it is possible that

Shakespeare wished to exorcise the caricature of

Burghley from his play. After the examination of his

company by the Star Chamber, the beheading of Essex,

and the imprisonment of Southampton, it would not have

been wise to antagonize Robert Cecil, Secretary of the

Treasury and the nemesis of Essex, by ridiculing his

father.

Shakespeare did change, or add to, the lines of

the character of the counsellor in Hamlet when he sub-

stituted Polonius for Corambus in 1604. 33 Comparison

with Goslicki's The Counsellor illustrates a similarity

between Polonius' advice to Laertes and Goslicki's ad-

vice to a counsellor. 34 Polonius "needed more depth,"

and Shakespeare seems to have reduced passages from The

Counsellor to maxims in order to make his character less

a caricature. 35 Polonius cautions Laertes concerning

friendship:

Those friends thou hast, and their adoption tried,
Grapple them unto they soul with hoops of steel;
But do not dull thy palm with entertainment
Of each new-hatch'd, unfledg'd courage. . . .36

"Courage" means a man of spirit or young blood. 37 Goslicki

offers similar advice:

Few friends are better then many for perfect
friendship cannot remain in the minde of great
numbers. They that are delighted with famili-
aritie or many, are not accounted friends, but
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men compinable and faire conditioned; for it
is one thing to be conversable and gentle in
the entertainment of all men, and an other thing
to be a friend to one who we make a perpetual
fellow and continual companion of our cogita-
tions and life.38

Laertes is advised to be taciturn and cautious by Polonius:

Give every man thine ear, but few thy voice;
Take each man's censure, but reserve thy
judgement.39

Goslicki advises the counsellor to be wary and cautious when

conversing with others:

He must be also nothing hastie in beleeving men's
words, for there is nothing more profitable for
a wise man than incredulitie . . . A certaine
meane is to be used as well in silence as in
speech, yet so, as he be a greater hearer then
speaker; which was the respect that nature gave
into man two eares & one tongue.4 0

Finally, Polonius concludes "this above all--to thine own

self be true," just as Goslicki advises that the "counsellor

therefore know his own wit. "4 1

Further similarities between Polonius' advice in the

Quarto Two manuscript and Goslicki's advice to a counsellor

are apparent.42 Parts of Hamlet's speeches are reminiscent

of Goslicki's commentary on man:

Among all creatures contayned within the circle
of the earth, that which we call man, is the
chiefest; and of most reputation. . . . But what
is that which in man is moste excellente? Surely
reason.43

The Bad Quarto contains a garbled version of Hamlet's

discourse on man, but Quarto Two contains the famous lines,
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which seem to echo Goslicki:

What a piece of work is a man! how noble in
reason! how infinite in faculties1 4 4

Shakespeare may have wanted to dissociate Burghley

from the character of Corambus, but there is another

reason why the name Polonius was a good choice. England

was interested in a contemporary situation involving King

Sigismund III of Poland and his Uncle Charles, usurper of

the throne of Sweden.45 It would not be unlike Shakespeare

to capitalize on that interest and at the same time draw

attention away from a possible association in the public

mind between Burghley and Corambus.

Sigismund, of the Swedish Vasa dynasty and nephew

of Sigismund August, last Jagiellian king of Poland, was

elected to the Polish throne in 1587 and ruled as King

of Poland and Grand Duke of Lithuania until 1632. It was

hoped that a union of Sweden and Poland would be commer-

cially and politically profitable, but due to Sigismund's

attraction to the Swedish throne which he inherited in

1592, a prolonged period of war erupted between Sweden and

Poland. Sigismund III's planned suppression of the Swedish

Reformation provoked a revolt of the Protestant majority,

led by his Uncle Charles, who subsequently was proclaimed

King of Sweden in 1605.46

It was "contrary to historical data" to give the name

Polonius to a counsellor of the King of Denmark.47 But
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Shakespeare was not likely to miss this opportunity to

interweave through implication a contemporary event with

his play. If the choice of Polonius had been a covert

bit of homage to Essex and Southampton, and Shakespeare

had been so accused, he could have pointed to the parallel

between the Polish situation and that of Hamlet, who also

campaigned against his king-uncle.

The influence of Goslicki's The Counsellor upon

Shakespeare can be discovered in other plays besides Hamlet.

For example, Measure for Measure and All's Well That Ends

Well, created between 1598 and 1604, show evidence of such

influence. 48 The duties of a good governor (counsellor)

in Measure for Measure involve knowing the laws, customs,

and manners of the country. Goslicki begins the second

part of The Counsellor with this advice:

First, it behouveth a Counsellor to know the
forme of that commonweale wherin he is to give
counsell and be a minister, what people, what laws
& liberties are there unto belonging; what manners
are there used & by what discipline, use, and
custome, the state is governed.5 0

In All's Well That Ends Well Shakespeare explores the

essence of true nobility and the relationship of virtue to

nobility. 51 Goslicki believes that noble individuals are

born of noble parents, yet he does not dislike the idea of

"those that take the badges of honor from theselves, and

make the foundation of their nobilitie upon their own

virtue. ,52
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Similar ideas, themes, and language do, of course,

occur independently to different authors. Whether or not

Shakespeare deliberately paraphrased Goslicki or mirrored

themes of Goslicki in his plays cannot be proven. It is

obvious, however, that Shakespeare was aware of Goslicki's

The Counsellor and shared many of the views of the author.

The use of the name Polonius for the counsellor in Hamlet

could not have been less than a deliberate choice. Nor is

it far-fetched to see in the name of Polonius a direct

influence of Goslicki on Shakespeare.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

De optimo Senatore does not present a logical, cohesive

political theory. It is the first effort of a man to set

out his thoughts concerning law and government. But

Goslicki's work attracts the reader--as it did English

readers of the late sixteenth to eighteenth centuries--

because of its vision of a humane and just state in which

individual thought and action further the general welfare.

Goslicki is not writing a utopia. He does not wish to

create "an Idea, or Councellor imagined, such as one as

cannot be seene but onely in conceipt, or that the heavens

have skantly any so perfect, or the earth doth not

containe any shadowe of such a man." Goslicki believes

that man can learn to better himself, his laws, and his

state through education, contemplation, and experience.

Human wisdom may remain imperfect, but an acceptance of

God and use of reason will provide a foundation for the

very difficult decisions intrinsic to the human condition.

Goslicki is a modern theorist--modern in the sense

that many of his concepts of political and human rights

have become generally accepted, while the struggle for

their realizations against political reaction is now as

75
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intense as it ever was. Before Locke, Goslicki writes

of supplementing knowledge with faith in God; of a king

who does not rule by divine right; of freedom from arbi-

trary power; of consent to a government by a people; and bf

the necessity of and right to property. Like Mill, Goslicki

defends individual liberty, and argues that individuals

have a responsibility for the welfare of fellow citizens.

Goslicki's work is utilitarian when it suggests that civil

discipline promotes happiness and security for-all. This

idea has some similarity to Bentham's argument that the

individual can be induced to subordinate his own happiness

to that of the community. Goslicki writes with passion of

humane treatment under the law. Cruelty, punishments

greater than the offense, and concern with punishment

instead of reform of the offender or removal of the cause

of the offense, have no place in Goslicki's perception of

law. The idea that prevention of crime was more important

than punishment, and that the punishment must suit the

offense, was not generally accepted until Beccaria's

work in the eighteenth century.

Besides setting forth these general concepts of good

government, perhaps Goslicki had another purpose in writing

De optino Senatore. The body of the work stands in contrast

to its own laudatory dedication (which praises the Polish

government) by setting forth the conditions necessary for
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creating a just and happy society. Concern over the

eventual death of the last Jagiellian king, who had no

heir to offer for election, may have caused Goslicki to

ponder the fate of Poland in the hands of a strong

nobility whose ties were more often to their class than

to their state. In fact, during the seventeenth century

the Polish republic deteriorated because the nobility

drifted away from an interest in preserving the common-

wealth. The nobility placed personal interests above

the state even to the benefit of foreign states over

Poland. Their private concerns, their own freedoms and

rights, were defended against the general rights of the

Polish people and ultimately against the common well-being.

Goslicki's concept of a strong group of nobles serving as

counsellors (senators), mediating between king and people,

always remembering that they were the embodiment of the

state, might have saved Poland from this tragedy.
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